Mini-Poster = 50 points of this project
Create a mini-poster (on a white sheet of letter or legal size paper, or a ½ sheet of poster board). Your mini-poster must include:

• **3 items/examples** on your chart with transcendental characteristics explained.

• At least **4 images** that relate to either transcendentalism or the items you are including on your poster.

• At least **3 colors** (it should not all be black and white)

• A **creative border**

• Your **complete heading** on the back
  
  – First & Last name
  – Mrs. Woodliff
  – English III – class period ___
  – 21 October 2011
Sample format of mini-poster.

1st Image representing one of these 3 items or an image representing transcendentalism.

First example from chart with transcendental characteristic explained. Give the song title & artist. Explain how the song is transcendental – perhaps use quote from the song.

3rd Image representing one of these 3 items or an image representing transcendentalism.

Don’t forget: Complete heading on back →

Second example from chart with transcendental characteristic explained. Give the song title & artist. Explain how the song is transcendental – perhaps use quote from the song.

2nd Image representing one of these 3 items or an image representing transcendentalism.

Third example from chart with transcendental characteristic explained. Give the song title & artist. Explain how the song is transcendental – perhaps use quote from the song.

4th Image representing one of these 3 items or an image representing transcendentalism.